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Director’s Report Saskatchewan - Donna Lewis
We had our one and only Specialty in Saskatchewan in May in Saskatoon,

up Select Dog at the Specialty and Best Opposite at the Herding and Work-

hosted by the Saskatoon and Area Shetland Sheepdog Association. Judges

ing specialty. He also picked up Select Dog in two other rings earning him

were Larry Ermel of Shadlar Shelties for Sweepstakes and Carl Skinner of

12 points towards his Grand Championship! Way to guys! Not to be out-

Homewood Shelties for the Specialty. This was in conjunction with the Hub

done our lovely Phoebe-Talisker Miss Sunshine took points on Sunday and

City Shows and Trials. What a great venue, spacious and clean with lots of

is now halfway to her Championship at the tender age of 8 months:) It was

room for kennelling, grooming and visiting. There was lots of free parking

a super fun weekend with a great auction, very nice quality shelties, and a

too. The banquet was well attended, held at the Western Development

great Ukrainian Dinner at the Heritage Center.

Museum. What a lovely Prairie Heritage facility, it was like being back in
the days of the pioneers, traveling back through time.

Congrats to our friend Trish Forsythe on her first litter for her Braewick
Kennel! We are pleased to announce the arrival of our two beautiful blue

It was a great all round weekend. Congratulations to our winners:

puppies from this breeding:

Best In Specialty -GCH. Miqelon Perfect Storm. - Jenna and Rhonda Crut-

Braewick Cincerlee Sorcery "Mabrooke" and Braewick Cincerlee Equal Rites

thers

"Eskirina" are Sired by"Richie" Apple Acres Nouveau Riche and their Dam is

Best of Opposite Sex -GCH. Borealis Donayne Lonestar.- Susan Mogen-

Cincerlee Braewick Lavish Lace "Shay". We are excited about these two!

son and Judith Hutton

We will be out at a couple of shows this spring and look forward to chatting

Winners Male/Best Of Winners/Best Puppy In Specialty -Belmark

with you at ringside. All the best:)

Give Me Chills –Bella Thompson
Best Veteran In Specialty- Ch. Donayne’s Blue Suede Shoes

Borealis- Judith Hutton

CRNCL,CRACL,CRNT, RN - Donna Lewis
Best Baby Puppy In Specialty – Borealis Polar Express - Judith and

After a long winter and a very exciting litter of puppies and lots of fun

Claude Hutton

training, we thought we would bring them out to their first show at the

Winners Female –Cassbars Takemetochurch – Jenna and Rhonda Crut-

SASSA Specialty, as Baby Puppies, at 4.5 months of age. We are proud to

thers

say our young BM boy Polar, Borealis Polar Express (Ch. Borealis Donayne

Select Male – Ch. Greendor’s Bad Leroy Brown – Liana Maloney Ashley

Pizarro RN CD CGN SJATD X Ch. Donayne’s Chantilly Lace ) won Best Baby

Atterbury

Puppy in Specialty under judge Carl Skinner. In Sweepstakes, Polar’s

Select Female – Ch. Donayne’s Blue Suede Shoes – Donna Lewis

brother Keaton, Borealis Donayne Jack Frost, co owned with Joyce and El-

Best Baby Puppy In Baby Puppy Sweeps – Borealis Donayne Jack Frost

vis Baker, of Joybak Collies and Shelties, was Best Baby Puppy In Specialty

– Joyce and Elvis Baker and Judith Hutton

Baby Puppy Sweeps under judge Larry Ermel of Shadlar Shetland Sheep-

Best Puppy In Specailty Sweeps – Glenmorris Etch A Sketch - M. Ann

dogs. Their sister Borealis First Nowell, strutted her stuff and won Best Ba-

Elliott

by Puppy Female in Specialty.

Best Veteran In Specialty Sweeps – Ch. Donayne’s Blue Suede Shoes

We look forward to their debut in the show ring as well as the Herding are-

Obedience High Scoring Sheltie –MOTCH Tavendale’s Deeogie RE –

na. Polar has met the sheep and loves them. He thinks they are pretty fun

Connie Anderson

to chase. Keaton is in puppy training for Agility and is having a great time

Rally O High Score In Rally Ex. B - Ch. Zesta A knight’s Tale CD RE,

with Joyce and Elvis. The future looks bright for these boys. Nowell will be

AGNJS, AGNS, CGN – Nancy Tyler

enjoying some puppy obedience classes soon with her co owner Sandra

AREA NEWS
Glenmorris- Ann Elliott

Wiebe.
We are also proud of our boy Lonestar, GCH. Borealis Donayne Lonestar ,
Co owned with Susan Mogenson for another Best of Opposite Sex in Spe-

We are happy to announce our 7 month old Glenmorris Etch A Sketch ,

cialty win. We hope to get him back to the US to finish his American Cham-

sired by Am GCh Sea Haven Etched in Silver, won Best in Sweeps under

pionship soon.

Larry Ermel at our recent SASSA Specialty and then went on to win RWD
under our judge, Carl Skinner. With a ring debut like this, we are excited

Donayne- Donna Lewis

about young Doodle’s show future.
I am so proud of my two girls, Shenley, Ch. Donayne’s Blue Suede Shoes
Cincerlee -Liana Maloney and Ashley Atterbury

wining Best Veteran in Sweeps under Judge Larry Ermel and Best Veteran
in Specialty under Judge Carl Skinner at the SASSA Specialty in Saskatoon

It's been pretty quiet around the farm these past few months. We did head

in May and Taylor, Donayne’s Stop Everything Now, winning the Bred By

out for a couple of weekends at our Prince Albert Show. Richie Apple Acres

Exhibitor class. They had a lot of fun, and I enjoyed the lovely mugs with

Nouveau Riche had a successful ring debut picking up three points under

the SASSA logo on them and the yummy chocolates inside them for our

Judge Nancy Popavich. Our "Jake" Ch. LyricIsle Avatar kids have done well

prizes. I would like to thank SASSA for another enjoyable specialty and

too! Bowen- Cincerlee's Dragonheart and Phoebe- Talisker Miss Sunshine

hope they will continue to successfully host the only Sheltie Specialty in the

both picked up the points under Judge Grant Townsend.

province.

We had a fun weekend at the Saskatoon Area Shetland Sheepdog Association Specialty and Hub City Shows where our Handsome Leroy - Ch. Green-

Enjoy the summer and have fun with your Shelties.

dor's Bad Leroy Brown made his Specials Ring Debut with Ashley picking

5
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CSSA Herding Trial
Hope BC
Anita and Kristin Thomson, Karen Brearley, Judith Snowden, and Georgia all attended with their Shelties. It was a great trial with lots of help
on our Sheltie Day. Gwen Roswell donated the Highest Scoring Sheltie Prize, a lovely towel which she had embroidered. The weather was
awesome. Although there were only 4 shelties competing, they each took home a HIGH IN TRIAL!
Here are some fun pictures of the day!

Editor’s Note: One of the three days of the herding trial was supported by
CSSA Fanciers Inc.
Any profits earned that day will be submitted to the CSSA Treasurer.
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UNOFFICIAL TOP STANDINGS - CONFORMATION
Rank

Name

BIS

GRP 1

GRP 2

GRP 3

GRP 4

POINTS

1

GCh Cermel Hatfield Mirror Blue(M)

1

22

6

8

1

1201

2

Ch GrandGables The Frat Boy(M)

0

4

0

1

0

189

3

GCh Magikdream Almost Illusion(F)

0

1

0

3

4

171

4

Paray's Fabulousity(M)

0

0

2

4

5

137

5

Lynphil Gossip Girl(F)

1

1

0

0

0

126

6

Ch Linkridge Blackberry(M)

0

0

0

0

2

123

7

GCh Prairiemist Epic Impact(M)

0

1

0

1

0

107

8

Goldenhylite's The Maverick(M)

0

1

0

1

1

88

9

GCh Redpine's One For The Books(M)

0

1

1

0

1

87

10

Ch Attridge Sexy In The City(F)

0

0

0

1

1

87

11

Ch Lynphil 'All Eyes On Me'(M)

0

0

0

0

2

82

11

Lyricisle's Orion The Hunter(M)

0

0

2

1

1

82

13

Ch Brandina Northview Toy Story(F)

0

1

1

0

0

50

14

Miqelon Blurred Lines(M)

0

0

0

1

0

48

15

Ch Grandgables Frosted Footsteps(M)

0

1

0

0

0

47

16

Snowdancer's A Real Fancy Lady(F)

0

0

1

0

1

43

16

GCh Miqelon Perfect Storm(F)

0

0

0

0

0

43

18

Bonnyville's Walk The Line(M)

0

0

1

0

1

41

19

Ch Shelgrande Maggie Mae(F)

0

0

0

1

1

40

20

Brantstar's Pretty N I Know It(F)

0

0

0

1

0

36

21

GCh Cassbar's Monaco(F)

0

0

0

0

1

33

22

GCh Shelgrande Blue Rodeo(M)

0

1

0

0

0

28

23

Ch Amaley N Cassbar Custom Chrome(M)

0

1

0

0

0

26

24

Ch Agile Dreamweaver(M)

0

0

0

0

0

22

25

Ch Lasair Dreamchase Omarpointe(M)

0

0

0

0

1

21

THESE UNOFFICIAL TOP STANDINGS ARE SUPPLIED COURTESY CANUCKDOGS.COM
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Our breed calls for a length of body that is “slightly greater” than the
height at the withers. This does not mean the dog should look like a

This past year I have attended many more dog shows as a spectator

giraffe, or conversely, like a train, when viewed in standing profile.

than as an exhibitor. Sitting ringside certainly lends a new perspec-

We breeders are not doing our breed any favours by breeding dogs

tive to what is going on in our breed, and not all of it good. I have

with incorrect structure - dogs which will inevitably break down as

been wondering about certain trends I am seeing more and more

seniors, and which do not follow the breed standard.

often.
Another issue which seems to becoming more and more common, is
I recently read an article published in the AKC Gazette entitled “It’s

bad tails/croups. Our standard calls for a slight rise over the loin and

What’s Up Front That Counts”, authored by Patricia V. Trotter. In her

a sloping croup. The tail should drape gracefully down from the croup

article, MS Trotter addresses some of the all-too-common issues we

when the dog is standing still, and should rise when the dog is in mo-

see today in both the show ring, and in breeding practices. In order

tion to parallel to the top-line. It should not wave in the air like a

to achieve the “perfect” show stack, many breeders are selecting

flag, curl over the back or around the hip, nor should it hang dead

dogs which lack correct front and rear angulations.

and motionless, as if it was a “pin the tail on the donkey” tail.

From the article:

From the CKC Breed Standard:

“The unfortunate fact is that straight shoulders, as incorrect as they

Body: There should be a slight arch at the loins, and the croup
should slope gradually to the rear. The hip bone (pelvis) should be
set at a 30 degree angle to the spine. Abdomen moderately tucked
up.

may be, appear to facilitate winning in two ways, which makes them
very seductive. First, they provide picture-perfect posture, making
the dog seem to always be "on" because it cannot "let down" and
lower its suspension as easily as a well-angled animal can. Therefore,
the dog requires less effort to project the kind of stand-up show dog

Tail: The tail should be sufficiently long so that when it is laid along
the back edge of the hind legs the last vertebra will reach the hock
joint. Carriage of tail at rest is straight down or in a slight upward
curve. When the dog is alert, the tail is normally lifted, but it should
not be curved forward over the back.

persona that may impress judges and ringside observers more than
the correctly angled dog does.”

It is distressing to hear that some breeders are “fixing” tails on their
puppies before sending them off to the buyers, or before allowing

And further on…

them out in public. “Fixing the tail” apparently means having the tail
bones broken and set when the puppies are very young. This practice

“Unhappily, if the incorrect straight front assembly is also forward

often results in the dog being unable to raise its tail at all. A poorly

set, and it usually is, it is able to accommodate the drive provided by

“fixed” tail may have a curvature to one side or the other.

the correct rear end, resulting in a picture of side gait that can fool
the evaluators. In other words, the front does just enough work to

If indeed this is being done, it begs the question “WHY?” Are breed-

stay out of the way without supplying anything positive to facilitate

ers not supposed to be breeding in order to improve on what they

function. How this type of imbalance contributes to the fatigue factor

have? To eliminate undesirable traits? Or is it “all about the wins”?

of an animal at work is another question. Two laps around the show
ring simply do not tax any animal enough for us to observe the results of such poorly assembled parts. It is only by observing dogs at
work performing their original job description that you can appreciate
the disservice breeders render their breed when they keep only show
ring performance in their mind's eye.“

In the show ring we are currently seeing many dogs whose angles
are all wrong. These dogs appear to cover ground well, often due to a
bit of extra length in back, or over angulated rears which place the
hind quarters too far behind the dog. It is essential to remember the
word “balance” when assessing the standing structure of the dog.
Look at the distance under the dog between the front and rear feet.

Judges, please be aware of these increasingly common incorrect ten-

If that measurement is out of proportion to the overall body height

dencies in our breed - the beautiful and balanced Shetland Sheep-

and length, the dog has incorrect front and/or rear structure.

dog!
Sherrie Sparling
Skyehaven Permanently Registered
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Manitoba/Ontario North - Elaine Inkster
News from our Manitoba Members…

Padona - Paula Reid

Dyniques - Marilyn O’Donnell

It is with great sadness we have lost our matriarch Sealoch the Betsy
"Bette" at the age of 15 1/2 in December, as well as our special little

I am very pleased to announce the birth of seven puppies. The sire is

lion Skyehaven Just in Time "Justin ", age 14, in April . Our little shel-

Ch. Laureate Be My Guest [Hilton] and the dam is Ch. Amberlyn's

tie helper Opie Winston, our house cat and puppy toy passed away

Sorority Girl [Diva]. On April 5, Diva delivered two females and five

May 17 due to surgery complications at only 1-1/2 years old . RIP

males, all sable and white. At 6 1/2 weeks of age they look very
promising.

Skyehaven - Sherrie and Cam Sparling

I am also pleased to announce new Champion, Ch. Cassbars Carnival

We are growing up 2 very promising puppies from our litter born

Toffee [Toffee]. Toffee is sired by Am. Ch. Kensil's Nutrageous x Ch.

March 17 2015. Our Player daughter “Audrey” (Ch Skyehaven Auda-

Kensil's Lyrical World at Cassbar.

cious) and our Spendy son “Simon” (Ch Apple Acres Skyehaven
Spendthrift) presented us with two stunning blue merle puppies -

Cassbars Treasured Bi Dyniques "Bindi" was Winners Bitch on Friday,

our first litter in almost 2 years! Scribbles (Skyehaven Colouring

May 22/15 at the Fort Garry Show in Oakbank.

Book) and Lewis (Skyehaven Stornoway) have dynamite little bodies, pretty heads and lovely attitudes. One of these babies may be
available to a show home in a few weeks.

Dyniques is sorry that Ch. Starswept Serenata [ Renee], and Dyniques Black Ice,[ Stormy], are now at the Rainbow Bridge. We miss

On the show scene… we have a new champion! Beckon Skyehaven

them very much.

Its In His Kiss completed his championship at the Mid Canada Dog
Shows in May. with 2 Best of Breed wins. “Shoop” (see back cover) is
Canadian champion number 6 for his sire Can BISS Ch Am Multi BISS
Bronze GCh Ch Laureate Cold Play.

Ontario North

in whelp to Dan the Man, Can Grd/Int/UKC Ch. Dalgarnoch Opening
Act. This is a breeding I have been waiting for. A pedigree

Dalgarnoch - Bettijane Flanagan/Darren MacIsaac

loaded with some great ROMCs, such as Ch. Highledge Irish Cream
ROMC, Ch. Willowcove's It's a Rumour ROMC, Ch. Laureate Savanna

In the whelping Box - my year for puppies!

White ROMC. Check out this fabulous pedigree with 17.27 % linebreeding, on our website www.dalgrnoch.com. Can't wait to see

We are so happy to announce the arrival of 2 beautiful babies, out of

what this 1/2 brother 1/2 sister breeding will produce. Litter is Due

Olivia, Can/UKC Ch. Dalgarnoch Olivia De Haviland and Lu, BISS

June 29th. Dog show weekend of courses.:)

Am/Can Ch. Laureate Homage. Olivia played an April Fools Day trick
on us having her babies 5 days early, but boy, what a great trick.

Brags:

The Tri boy Diesel and the Blue Merle girl Tiana, are dream puppies,

I can't thank Inez Lazarro enough, for taking Danny, Can

with just tons of coat and great attitudes. I can't wait to see them in

Grd/Int/UKC Ch. Dalgarnoch Opening Act, to the USA to not only

the ring.

complete his UKC title, but to also acquire his International Title with
outstanding critiques from all 4 judges. Danny took Best Of Breed 3

We are very pleased with 4 sweet little girls out of Gypsy, Ch. Paray's

out of the 4 shows, with V1 from all 4 judges. He is already started

Mandarin Kiss, and Pirate, Ch. Dalgarnoch Long John Silver. Al-

on his Int. Grand Championship, and will be adding more USA points

though Lu and Olivia definitely broke the run of males these past 5

towards AKC Championship soon as well.

years. Gypsy and Pirate really came through with these pretty little
girls with fabulous disposition. We don't know which ones yet, but

Have a good summer everyone, and get lots of those purple and yel-

they too, will be hitting the show ring.

low ribbons.

And last but not least Tiffany, Ch. Dalgarnoch Victoriana Rose is
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WHAT MAKES A GREAT SHOW DOG??
Conformation/Attitude/Training

Let’s begin at the beginning, you need a nice
dog to be successful but you also need the
training. I was watching Westminster last night
and it inspired me to write this as well as my
own experiences with my dogs.
Yes, you can go into the conformation ring with little or no training on your dog but then
you are less likely to get the results that we are all hoping for when we step out of the ring. A
well groomed, trained, animated dog is
more likely to be noticed than a dog, who
may even have nicer conformation.
I train for the conformation ring, no
different than I would train for the
obedience ring! And YES, you can train
them both at the same time!!! In
conformation, I train dogs, to look
forward, run slightly ahead, stop, stand and
stay when told. I also play with them to
keep them animated so they are always
looking their best when the judge peers over at them. They know to bait to the judge, walk
towards them when I ask and to stand confidently for an examination. These skills are
definitely taught and they go hand in hand with
obedience. Stand stay, sit stay, or down stay are
all obedience commands. Obedience also gives
your dog confidence in you. They want you to
be in charge. This helps with those shy, nervous
dogs or for dogs who lack attitude. We learn a
lot in obedience classes which help to make
things fun for everyone. Obedience helps to

create our conformation dogs!
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Conformation helps to create our obedience
dogs! Without proper conformation, how can
our dogs do the jobs that they were meant to
do. Dogs with poor conformation, can they
physically do the job? Or if their temperament
is not what it should be, do they have the
ability to be confident enough to move stock?
You often hear people talk about form and
function, I believe these questions are what
they are referring to. There are no perfect dogs
out there but this does not mean we cannot help them to achieve these goals and again, that
is where training comes in.
The conformation ring is a fabulous place to start our
obedience dogs! Where else do we get to play in the
ring with our dog, bait them for offering behaviours,
and give them confidence in us so that they are not
worried about people or an exam of any type. Having
a hard time with the stand for exam exercise, well
where better than a conformation class to have people
going over your dog. This desensitizes them so that
they can feel confident when people approach. It also
gives you different places to train with lots of
distractions. I hear conformation people talking all the
time “well I do not want my dog to sit in the conformation ring”, then tell them to stand.
As for moving your dog, in obedience we give a HEEL command and in conformation it’s a
LET’s GO. Two different commands, two
different types of movement.
Dogs are BRILLIANT so please do not
underestimate what they can learn! J
Karen Brearley
www.longhaulkennels.com
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2015 Unofficial Obedience Rankings – to May 19, 2015
Rank

Dog Name

Owner

1

MOTCh Tavendale's Deeogie

Connie Anderson

2

Ch OTCh Akirene Mindy Lou

Dianne Amato

3

GMOTCh Elbee Talk Of The Town

Donna Bradley

4

Ch OTCh Shelwin's Black Amber

Lynda Morrissey

5

MOTCh Macbarra Moonrise Serenade

Margaret Revine

5

OTCh Macbarra Ellayna

Brian Williams & Margaret Revine

6

OTCh Starmist Misty Blue

Elsie May Lang

7

Talisker's Sweet William

Carine Urquhart

7

Ch Carmylie Foremost Free For All

Gina Loffredo

8

Tri Echo's Turbo Charger

Christine Baker

8

Weathermans Jules Inspektor Gadget

Pam & John Overstreet

9

Kimark Ragtime Alhambra

Janet & Noel Induni

9

Ch Condura's Rock The Nite Away

Marjorie Stenson

10

Mosaic's Dream Weaver

Norah Shandley

11

Tervfect Chazy Like Triple Play

Allison Kelly

11

Dawnoday's Dresden Of Kalreen

Edith Wheeler

12

Agile Poetry In Motion

Joan Strick

12

Startoga's Dare To Be Blue

12

Canami Aurora Borealis

Marjorie Saleh

13

Strattonhill The Art Of Tyme

Gwen Roswell

13

Amberlyn's Fool Me Once

Lynn Gabriel

Points

Qualifying
Scores

HITs

71

12

0

49

8

4

34

5

4

21

4

0

18

3

0

18

4

0

17

4

0

16

3

3

16

3

0

15

3

0

15

3

0

10

2

0

10

2

0

8

2

0

5

1

0

5

1

0

4

1

0

4

1

0

4

1

0

3

1

0

3

1

0

These unofficial results are posted courtesy of Canuck Dogs website: www.canuckdogs.com
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the horrible time of remaining still is counterproductive and gives the

How To Teach Reliable Stays

dog the wrong message, as well as teaching him to anticipate the
release, fidget, and potentially break position early.
In a previous column, we discussed the safety of dogs during
4.

the Group Stay exercises. No one person has all the answers –

Define the parameters: Dogs must learn that the command

obedience training, any level is always an on-going learning ex-

to stay means two things – stay in the same position, and stay in

perience. A key example, the Novice or Utility stand may prove

the same location. Dogs having a problem with the exercise may

easy to train & help your dog understand what you ask – some

be unclear on one or both of those points. Those that get up and

students may feel this is a cake walk, but have difficulty teach-

move from the location where they were left or creep forward don’t

ing and training the recall or the dumbbell. Please, find an in-

understand that they must not move from the spot where they

structor who is willing to share his/her ideas and encourage both

were left. Dogs that lie down or stand on a sit, or that sit or stand

the dog and handler team along the way.

on a down, may believe that changing positions is acceptable as
long as they remain in the location where they were left. Both
concepts must be made clear to the dog individually. Proofing is

Here are a few general notes that cover the important points

essential to clearly communicate the proper information to the dog.

of properly teaching any dog to reliably hold a stay in the ring or
at home. Remember, do not move to another segment until you

5.

Prevent mistakes: Dogs do not learn how to be reliable on

are sure YOUR dog understands what you ask. Don’t be afraid to

stays by repeatedly breaking the position and being repositioned.

go back to ‘square one’, all of us have had to re-train, re-teach

They learn the rules by being prevented from breaking both the

multiple times.

position and the location. Handlers cannot do that from a distance.
If a dog breaks once, the handler should remain close to the dog

For the lessons to properly translate from training class to other
areas of the dog’s life, it is important that the rules be applied

for the rest of the lesson. The dog is likely to make the same
mistake again, and the handler must be close to the dog and ready
to help the dog understand the principles of the exercise. To do

consistently, fairly, and everywhere.

this, the handler must focus their attention solely on the dog. We
1.

Don’t rush to add distance: Don’t allow yourself to rush

into moving any distance away from their dogs/don’t rush to move
away from your dog. Some handlers will begin to stress when it

expect his attention on most of the exercises – it’s only reasonable
that we give him our attention while he’s trying to learn what he
needs to know to be successful on Group Exercises.

appears other students seem to be progressing faster than they are;
it’s important that each level of training be solid, otherwise problems
will appear later. Each dog is an individual that requires working on his
own schedule to properly learn and understand the exercise. I can

6.

Consistency is the key: For the rules to be clear for the dog,

they must be enforced in all circumstances and in all locations. It
does no good to practice stays in class, if the dog is told to “stay”
at home and then ignored as they wander about while the owner

guarantee that if you rush the training, problems will emerge later.

pays no attention to them. No matter where the dog is asked to
2.

Praise while still in position: The dog must be praised for

staying WHILE STILL IN THE POSITION he was asked to hold. If the

stay, the handler should assume a relaxed position and keep
his/her attention on the dog to prevent mistakes.

handler’s praise is also the release, the dog inadvertently gets praised
for breaking the position – not holding the position. Praise should be
calm and reassuring. The exercise (staying in position) does not
require enthusiasm from either the dog OR the handler, only reassur-

7.

Proofing to define the rules: Dogs should be “proofed” on

stays. This should begin as soon as the dogs are reliable in holding
both the position and the location. They should be able to do a sit
first, or a down first, and either position with dogs on both sides

ance in the form of calm praise.

of them in another position They should be able to hold the
3.

Tone down the release: The release after a stay should be

calm and matter-of-fact. Ending the exercise and allowing the dog to
break the position should never be more reinforcing than holding the
position. A simple “alright”, “free dog” or “all done” and moving the
dog out of the position by taking one step should be all that happens
to release the dog from the stay. A wild and joyous celebration that

14

position with distractions, temptations, and applause, as well as a
quiet and still environment. Each time a new level of difficulty is
added it’s important for the handlers to return to a position close
to the dog so that they can immediately reinforce the rules of the
exercise and help the dogs to succeed at the new level of difficulty.
“Rushing” the process results in problems later.
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walk around the dog or step over the dog and back to heel position,
Appropriate corrections: If a dog does break position or

and then calmly release. The dog should not view the handler

location while the handler is at a distance, the handler should return

returning to heel position as the end of the exercise. No dog should

8.

all the way to the dog and GENTLY correct the dog, even if the dog

be released at the end of the group exercises before the leash is

has resumed the required position, the handler should remain close

put on the dog. Anything that gives the dog “permission” to break

to the dog for the rest of the exercise. Dogs that break once will

the exercise without a release changes the rules for the dog and

likely break again and the handler must be close to prevent it the

makes it unclear when the exercise really ends. Handlers on the out

next time. The dog has more than likely not understood some level

of sight groups should return from the same place where they left.

of the exercise and a quick refresher course may be needed. Any

To build confidence, many dogs need to know that they can watch

foot movements or sniffing by a dog left on a stay should be gently

the place where the handler left during the exercise, and that the

corrected from the very beginning, as should shifting, whining and

handler will always be returning from there. “Tricking” the dog by

barking. To correct shifting, the handler should gently but firmly

returning from different locations can lead to a dog that nervously

reposition the dog and remain close enough to prevent the behavior

scans the area wondering where the handler will appear, or thinking

until the dog is more reliable. Barking should be taught as a

it’s a trap, or wondering if the handler will show up at all, or a dog

command, and NO bark taught at the same time, so the no bark

turning at an angle to scan for the owner’s return.

command may be used during stays. Whining generally indicates
separation anxiety or stress, and the only way to effectively deal

Many handlers find teaching stays “boring” and skip steps, think-

with it is to have the handler stay as close as needed until the dog

ing it’s too easy an exercise to spend much time in perfecting. The

builds more confidence in the exercise. This problem may show

Stay exercises are easily as complicated – from the standpoint of

painstakingly slow progress, but if it’s not handled early, the dog

what is NOT allowed during the exercise, as anything else we teach,

could end up with a life-long problem that will be extremely difficult

and adequate time must be spent teaching the basic principles or

to fix. While working with my very first obedience dog, the instruc-

many dogs can develop a lifelong problem on this exercise. A dog

tor would continually challenge the students with “Learn to read the

that is confident and secure on the Stay exercises, who understands

body language of your dog”.

the rules and trusts the handler, can reliably excel in this exercise.
It’s important as a “life lesson” as well as a component of competition.

9.

Correcting someone else’s dog: While it is occasionally

beneficial for someone other than the handler to gently correct a

A point to remember – You and your dog are a TEAM, every team

dog on out of sight groups, some dogs will learn to “bolt” when

has a leader and a follower.

anyone comes close as they might get corrected by them. If the

Meanwhile, have FUN with your dog.

dog is regularly breaking a stay with the handler out of sight or at
a distance, the dog is not ready for that level of difficulty or that

Norma Hamilton

length of time for the exercise. The handler should either return to
the dog’s sight more often or stay closer until the dog is more
reliable. Again, most stay problems develop because the handler
has progressed too quickly in teaching the exercise and steps have
been skipped or missed. Some dogs may benefit from being tied on
a light line to prevent them from playing “keep away” with handlers
or Instructors, and eventually the dog learns to be resigned to
remaining in position with no other options.

10. Leaving and returning to the dog: Handlers should give
the command to stay and return their hand to a natural position
before stepping forward to leave the dog. Occasionally handlers
give the stay signal as they are moving away from the dog, and the
hand signal moving away from the dog’s face can appear to be a
“heel” signal. Remember, this is two separate components of the
stay and should be avoided. When returning, everyone should
return in a group as a straight line, as will be expected in the ring.
Handlers returning should come back both fast and slow. Regularly,
the handler should return to heel position, leave the dog again,

15
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BC/Yukon/NWT Report - Joanne Howe

HCH OTCH CH Fairfax Hot on Your Heels SDS RE Am CDX RN RS-n

News from our BC Members…

ed a HIGH IN TRIAL! She is now a triple champion so am not sure

“EMBER” finished her Herding Championship (HCH) which also includ-

what we will play at next! J
Marpointe - Marilyn Bernard
CoastalView - Judy Tulloch

I have two brags, the first being the litter from Magic and Cabo have
turned out more than I expected…and have come out as baby puppies with good results...and will be ready to show in August circuit,

News Flash: We have a New Champion @ 7 months.

(Icy) MBBPIB

but now don't know if that will happen as that is when…fingers

MBPIG CH CoastalViews Winter Shades. (CAN / AM GCH Chelson Got-

crossed…Gracie is due from being bred…actually she will be due from

ta Wear Shades x MBBPIS MBPIG CAN GCH Apple Acres Ocean Mist

her first breeding July 27th, but do I really want to take that chance?

At CoastalView) Had a Super time going to the first shows of the

Might have to send at least one with a handler…don't know if I can

year with our new girl *Icy* I must say we are very excited as In

afford two handlers! We'll have to see what happens with that…if she

her very first ring appearance she went Best Of Breed and added a

doesn't take this time again…it will be a moot point. The other brag is

BPIG for that 3 day show at the Tyee Club. With 6 points we entered

that Gracie finished her Grand Championship in "grand" style at VID-

her at the VIDFA Show in which she picked up 2 more BOB & 2

FA with a BB and a select…even though I didn't clue in until I got

BPIG’s. Finishing her up to her Championship, She has now started

home to count up her points again…didn't think she finished yet so

on her Grand Ch as she was also BOB on her first day entered as a

didn't get a show picture…but got pictures taken by the Savoie's so

Special.

waiting for them with baited breath.

Cadieux**

Special thanks to her Wonderful Handler **Melissa
Wishing everyone a Fun Year At The Shows.

Hoping to see you at the shows soon!

Longhaul - Karen Brearley

Ch. Grandgables Whats New Pussycat HS RN “Kitty" entered 2 Intermediate herding trials on sheep… she qualified both times placing
2/12 and her second run she was HIGH IN TRIAL!

Director’s Report Alberta - Norma Jeanne Pohl
Happy Summer to all our fellow Sheltie lovers .I know my fellow Albertans have been busy with their Shelties –I’ve heard via the grape vine
that many had much success ! Thanks to WillowGlyn for her news ---We've had a very exciting time at the shows this spring!

At the BRCA shows in Camrose, Alfie - WillowGlyn Bacardi - was awarded Winners Dog and Best Puppy in Group by judge Michael Hill at the
Friday show, and his sister, Tori - WillowGlyn Intoxicating - took Winners Bitch, Best of Winners and Best Puppy in Group at the Saturday
show by judge Karen Chant (to finish).

At the CKOC shows in Cochrane, Alfie was Winners Dog twice to finish. His half-sister Talia - WillowGlyn Lalique - was awarded Best of Winners by three different judges to start and finish her championship in one weekend.

These three puppies were all sired by GCH WillowGlyn La Force CGN, RN. We have some exciting new puppies on the ground by this young
boy at Blueshadow and Prairiemist, as well as here at WillowGlyn.

Hope everyone has a great summer!
Yvonne
Both Prairiemist and Leith have some lovely puppies on the ground – the fall will be a promising time for several puppies.
Wishing everyone a happy and fun filled summer- drive safely wherever your travels may take you .
Look forward to seeing friends at the shows this summer.
Norma Jeanne
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CSSA Membership News Summer 2015
New Member Applications

Director

Sponsors

Last Name

First Name

City/Town

Prov/St

Kennel Name

Joanne Howe

Joanne Howe, Judy Tulloch

Brooks

Alanna

Sooke

B.C.

StarScape

Mike Lynch

Irene Latchford,

Bird-Pappel

Bonnie

Eganville

Ont.

Valleygems

Pennylynn Woodruff

Any objections to these applicants becoming CSSA members must be submitted in writing to the
appropriate Provincial Director within one month of publication for discussion by the CSSA
Executive – final decision will be made by Executive vote. If no objections are received,
membership will be approved one month after publication.

Application and Renewal forms available at www.canadianshelties.com

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS: Laurie Bogaert, Sombra, Ont.
ATTENTION: If you are an Associate Member and your status has change to Regular, please notify
the Membership Secretary.

MEMBERSHIP FEES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Regular and Associate members
Foreign Members
Club Affiliates
Junior Members (under 18 years)
Joint Membership

$35.00
$35.00 US funds
$40.00
$30.00
$55.00

Late Fee, if applicable: $10.00
Application Fee (New member/lapsed membership applications) $20.00

Address all Membership issues to CSSA Membership Secretary:
Jeanne Bartosh
18229-99 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB
Phone: (780)489.8905

E-mail: bartoshgj@shaw.ca
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Fundraising in under way for the 2016 CSSA National in Camrose Alberta!

● CSSA 2016 has its own Facebook Page? Check it out on FB - CSSA 2016 National.
● We have already held several fundraisers, with more ongoing RIGHT NOW?
Check out our Facebook page to be aware of what is happening!

Ontario South - Cheryl Pike
Ontario South is Hosting a booster at the Ontario County Show in June. Please visit DESS website for entry forms or Canuck dogs.
We also just agreed to a booster in mid-Oct with the Elgin County show in London with Dana Cline judging. Please support the shows
and plan on attending.

For the performance folks I want to have the club support events also so let me know where we can help.
Now, I did not get any brags or pics from section members this time and I know a lot members had big wins at the ASSA national in
April but i need to know to get the info out there..

I know this all goes out on face book but not everybody plays on the internet and many believe in old fashioned ads. Lets brag guys.

Be safe and hug your sheltie

New Champion Beckon Skyehaven Its In His Kiss
(Can BISS Ch Am Multi BISS GCh Laureate Cold Play ex Adair Heaven Sent)
After a year away from the show ring to mature and grow coat, Shoop came out to finish his championship at the Mid Canada Shows
May 9th 2015, taking BOB two days. We were thrilled to be able to share the exciting news with Shoop’s breeder and co-owner Becky
Johnson!

Shoop has a stunning outline with the correct, well angulated front and rear we so value, as well as a gorgeous eye and expression
and a bouncy attitude. We have high hopes for Shoop as a sire down the road.

Normal Eye

VetGen vWD Clear

OFA Hips Pending 24 months

www.skyehaven.ca
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APR

MAY

DOG/OWNER

PTS

Qs

AVG

1

1

Ch Wyndenfog's Replay/Christine Graham

95

14

97.93

2

4

Wyndenfog's Bandit in Disguise/Sandy Gallant

69

11

96.27

3

2

Dynstar Mythical Creature/Kimberley Boyes

52

7

99.15

4

3

Aberdale Quintessence/Heather Walton

46

7

97.15

5

5

Gratia's All The Rave/Nancy Howard

37

5

99.01

6

6

Plails Sprint For Gold/Bernice Gourley

30

6

90.33

7

N/A

Ch Zesta A Knight's Tale/Nancy Tyler

27

6

89.50

7

26

Wyndenfog's Fishin' Buddy/Sylvia Reeve

27

5

94.40

7

7

Hyperhounds All Fired Up/Kim Boyes

27

4

97.75

10

8

Shelamo Man On A Journey/Judy Flanigan

21

4

91.75

11

15

Ch Cincerlee's A Touch Of Grace/Jan Gillis

18

4

89.50

12

N/A

Condura's Chasing Treasure/Shelley Murphy

17

3

95.67

13

9

Kerrera Inverlinnhe Fast Scot/Marilyn Fraser

14

2

98.00

14

10

Shum De Reglisse/Nathalie Aubut

13

2

97.50

14

10

Ch Highledge Highfalutin'/Frank Bury

13

3

88.00

16

12

Dalgarnoch Milky Way/Terry Heward

11

2

95.50

17

13

Tri Echo's Turbo Charger/Christine Baker

10

2

92.50

17

13

GCh CanyonView Free Wheelin/Brenda Newlove

10

3

84.33

19

N/A

Zesta Kapering Kilty/Sharlie McCreadie

9

2

90.00

19

15

Talisker Martagan/Carine Urquhart

9

2

91.00

19

15

Wyndenfog's Fast and Furious/Christine Graham

9

2

89.00

22

18

KatieLinda & Murv Austin

8

2

86.00

22

18

Becky/Nadia Dore

8

2

88.00

22

N/A

Ch Zesta A Knight To Remember/Nancy Tyler

8

3

80.00

25

20

Dawnoday's Sparkling Silver/Edith Wheeler

7

1

98.00

These ratings are taken from CanuckDogs’ website and are up-to-date as of May 2015.
Please send me some of your personal highlights from your RallyO trials this year.
Cathie Newans
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CSSA Fanciers Inc
Advertising Rates and Information
Front Cover

Volume 28 Issue 2
Per 1 page
$100

Discounted
Rates
2 or more
colour

Summer 2015

Covers Available - Fall 2015
Front Cover Fall Issue

Available

Back Cover Fall Issue

Available

Back Cover

$85

Inside Front Cover

$75

pages in the Inside Front Cover Fall Issue

Available

Inside Back Cover

$65

same issue:

Inside Back Cover Fall Issue

Available

Advertising per page colour

$50

$45.00

Additional copies ordered by deadline date

$15

Advertising per page black and white

$40

$36.00

inside

Ad design Fee per page (donated by editor
to the next CSSA National)
Next Deadline is Friday August 21st 2015- NO EXCEPTIONS!
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